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nursery school primary school secondary school
1979-1980 2020-2021 1979-1980 2020-2021 1991-1992 2020-2021

homogeneously 
Dutch-speaking

71,9 6,7 85,9 8,0 76,5 16,2

Dutch + other 
language

17,8 18,1 10,1 18,7 17,2 25,2

homogeneously 
French-speaking

5,8 37,0 2,3 35,4 3,7 26,9

French + other 
language 
or other 
language than 
Dutch/French

4,5 38,2 1,7 37,9 2,6 31,7

Evolution of reported family language(s) of pupils in Brussels’ Dutch-medium schools



How do teachers in Brussels Dutch-medium schools deal with multilingualism?

via official school rules

‘At school you always speak Standard Dutch, to teachers as 
well as to your friends, and this in class as well as during 
breaks. [...]. Parents encourage their children to speak 
Dutch. It is self-evident that you have to be competent in 
Dutch. Without it you have no chance of success.’ (RS, School 
diary; translated from Dutch)



How do teachers in Brussels Dutch-medium schools deal with multilingualism?

reminding pupils of the policy

feigning incomprehension 
or ignorance

straight orders

identifying what language
pupils are using

‘speak Dutch’, ‘I would like to hear Dutch, ‘talk Dutch’, ‘Dutch if 
possible, and also when it’s not’, ‘guys, will you talk Dutch 
please’, ‘In Dutch, ladies’ [...]

‘what did you say?’, ‘hey what are the rules?’, ‘in what class are 
we now?’ 

‘What time is it Jad? First: in Dutch. Second: carry on working’; 
‘hey there guys, no French’

‘you’re speaking French’; ‘try and speak a lot of Dutch. Perhaps 
you can speak other languages already well, like French and 
Turkish, but Dutch you still need to practice a lot’; ‘I hear French 
here, I hear Turkish here; that … is not … OK’; ‘Is it for the 
research that you’re speaking French?’. 



How do teachers in Brussels Dutch-medium schools deal with multilingualism?

via posters

Dutch, a matter 
of respect



‘Language ticket’
Name

Class

Date

[Teacher]

How do teachers in Brussels Dutch-medium schools deal with multilingualism?

via punitive measures



How do teachers in Brussels Dutch-medium schools deal with multilingualism?

via punitive measures

‘They got marks on course attitude so in their report 
this is calculated on a hundred, and ten points are 
on course attitude. At the end of class I have my 
book with me and if I hear them speak French this is 
marked with a cross and they know they get a cross, 
and then each time I’m going to deduct a mark for 
course attitude.’  (interview with Ms Q, April 2015)



How do teachers in Brussels Dutch-medium schools deal with multilingualism?

via punitive measures

I can hear Ms P say: ‘but you don’t listen to me do you?; I’m telling you the 
whole time “speak Dutch, speak Dutch, speak Dutch”, but you just won’t do it. 
And now you’re crying’. The reason appears to be an exam or a test on 
spoken language proficiency, where Ms P. allegedly warned that if they spoke 
one word in French, they’d fail the test. But still one boy (Samir?) apparently 
called Yassine a sale pute (‘dirty whore’), and got a zero on his test, with tears 
following. Mr S intervenes a little later, and asks ‘did Madam clearly announce 
that you would get zero on the test if you spoke French?’. ‘Yes’, the boy 
replies. ‘Have you spoken French?’, Mr S asks. ‘Yes’, the boy again replies. 
‘Well then you get zero don’t you’. (SS, Fieldnotes June 2012)



‘beyond shameful [...] a form of psychological abuse’ [that will make pupils] 
feel less at home while being at school, believe less in their future 
opportunities, and, finally, perform less well cognitively in the areas of reading 
comprehension and science’ (Agirdag 2018, 52, my translation)

But: imposition of Dutch was far from uncomplicated
Teachers: favoured a ‘projectable’ authority 

‘The child is expected to be able to understand and comply with such guidance, 
preferably without being told’ (Gulløv 2017, 60) 

‘when pedagogical efforts . . . encounter resistance and are challenged . . . such 
reactions are mostly met with humour, playful interactions . . . and, in some cases, 
more explicit interventions. However, when the challenges become in- creasingly 
systematic or destructive, the interventions also become more pronounced, much 
to the chagrin of the pedagogues, who fear their acts may contravene their own 
standards of civilised behaviour for educators.’ (Gulløv 2017, 74) 

?



The monolingual habitus:

‘refers to beliefs, basic concepts, commonsense patterns as 
elements of the practical professional knowledge or the 
practical professional behaviour of teachers’ (Gogolin 2002, 132).

Bourdieu’s notion of habitus

education ‘confers on the priviliged the supreme privilege of not 
seeing themselves as privileged’ and ‘convinces the disinherited 
that they owe their scholastic and social destiny to their lack of 
gifts or merit’ (Bourdieu & Passeron 1977: 210). 



The monolingual habitus:

‘This system of dispositions is necessary for successful social activity, which also 
means that a person does not need to reflect and decide consciously upon his 
or her normal daily activities. That is to say, a habitus is the necessary 
precondition for an individual to act routinely, also in the face of unexpected, 
new situations’ (Gogolin 2002, 132).

Job typical attitudes, activities and products can be regarded as “professional 
habitus” if they can be identified as products of the activity of identical 
schemata which carry a systematic character and are therefore systematically 
differentiated from the constituent forms of activity of a different profession. . . . 
Based on historical analysis of the teaching profession, I formulated the 
hypothesis that a monolingual, monocultural orientation of teachers is an 
intrinsic element of their professional habitus as members of a nation state 
school system. (Gogolin 2002, 133) 



The monolingual habitus: raising awareness

Only consciousness helps to conquer habitual practices. From my 
point of view, this is one of the most important aims of our discipline: 
to contribute to future education systems, in which amateur teaching 
practice is the exception, and professional teaching is the rule. (2002, 
136) 

A multilingual habitus = 

‘the self-concept that linguistic diversity is ‘normal’ in a society’ and 
this involves ‘explicitly fostering the active use of the whole linguistic 
repertoires of pupils in both language and subject-matter classes 
throughout schooling’ (Gogolin & Duarte 2017, 387). 



problems:

- linguistic uniformity is equally common
- unawareness of multilingualism difficult to imagine
- monolingualism: depends on multilingualism to be meaningful
- explanatory limitations



Data: from three (out of five) Dutch-medium secondary schools in Brussels

à21 interviews with teachers
à analysed as rhetorical accounts

Respondents’ answers ‘very often … address what the respondent rightly or 
wrongly believes to be the intentions and preconceptions behind the question’ 
(Cameron 2001, 148); 

they are ‘rhetorically organized to undermine alternatives’ (Edwards & Potter 1993, 24). 



Teachers’ comments about French:

- ‘unstoppable’, ‘uncontrollable’, so, imposing Dutch is ‘impossible’, ‘a 
hopeless task’, certainly in the hallways and in the playground

- does not need to be controlled because: 
- its use is often innocent: punishing only necessary ‘when someone 

really, time and again, after a hundred thousand remarks, still keeps 
talking French’

- pupils’ use of French is ‘spontaneous’, ‘normal’, ‘unconscious’, ‘typical 
of adolescents’, ‘understandable’, ‘an automatism’, ‘similar to speaking 
vernacular Dutch in Flemish schools’

- ‘French is not always French’



‘French is not always French’



Punitive responses to French:

- ‘overly repressive’, ‘inflexible’, ‘outdated’: ‘we’re not the police are we’
- ‘does not help’, ‘pedagogically self-defeating’, ‘pupils will clam up’
- ‘a sign of an old reflex’



contesting that teachers see 
multilingualism as a crime

seeing monolingual preferences as: fear 
for French invasion, an old reflex



Signs of a multilingual habitus?

- Linguistic justifications for tolerating pupils’ French
- Repressing French >< valorising multilingualism

- ‘I assume that if they speak good French, if they have a good mother tongue, they will be 
better in other languages too’ (Rachida, CS)

- ‘if they, but I’ve actually read that before too, if you, the, better your mother tongue, the 
stronger the basis on which you can build the next language’ (Sandra, CS)

- ‘I do realise that the one language can help you with the other, and in that sense I always 
try to be flexible so I try not to stigmatise them, you know for the language that they do 
speak and that they can’t do that yet in a different language and you have to be a bit 
flexible in that if they sometimes, use French words in Dutch’ (Ms Dirckx, PS) 



Signs of a multilingual habitus?

- Linguistic justifications for tolerating pupils’ French
- Repressing French >< valorising multilingualism

- ‘a lot of English words have a French equivalent or something that resembles it, and if 
they draw links between them, I think that’s actually quite positive, because they are 
making connections between different languages and then I don’t have any problem with 
that at all’ (Audrey, SMC)

- ‘uh, I think it, it would be very good if uh pupils had to, pay attention as well to the home 
language […] if they would sometimes be able to feel that there are also norms for their 
home language [...] that they might be able to, transplant them onto Dutch’’ (Patrick, CS)



Signs of a multilingual habitus?

- Linguistic justifications for tolerating pupils’ French
- Repressing French >< valorising multilingualism

- ‘there is now not so much stress anymore uh [on speaking Dutch], which I actually, 
understand because, yes, you also give a message to pupils, that their own language, is not 
welcome at school and, yes […]’ (Peter, CS)

- ‘I certainly want to avoid like, like for example to start stigmatising French, or stigmatising 
another language, because I’m in favour of language [...] we’re a multilingual school, and 
so there you absolutely want to pass the message, all languages are equal […] there is no 
single language that is inferior, far from, each language is a richness, so the more 
languages you can speak, hallelujah, so much the better’ (Ms Dirckx, PS)



Signs of a multilingual habitus?

- Linguistic justifications for tolerating pupils’ French
- Repressing French >< valorising multilingualism

- ‘[in theory pupils should speak Dutch everywhere] but the practice is of course very lively 
and very flexible so that it’s very difficult to, and, and it’s in itself not bad because, we do 
try to pursue diversity in the language, so it’s not super bad but […] it only becomes bad or 
annoying when pupils are excluded because they, do not master the other language that is 
being spoken then’ (Machteld, CS)

- ‘I think they should [speak Dutch], I think they should, but always, always, valorising the 
fact that language skills, the more languages the better, the more languages the better, but 
here it’s Dutch now for a while’ (Patrick, CS)



But value of linguistic diversity balanced against: 

- value of inclusion
- necessity of sufficient Dutch practice / pupils’ low skills in Dutch

- ‘can you call it Dutch with some? I don’t think so is it? Yes I don’t think that’s okay’ (Els, 
SMC)

- ‘at first you think wow they’re exaggerating, all this hammering on Dutch, but then you start 
correcting tests, teaching those pupils, and then you notice that they really can’t write basic 
[…] sentences in Dutch’ (Audrey, SMC)

- ‘I was a bit shocked to learn that it- that it is uh, so incomplete […] because for English I 
expect that actually because it’s a new language […] but uhm for Dutch I hadn’t expected 
that it was so incomplete, and I don’t w- I don’t want to call it bad I want to call it 
incomplete, because you notice that they really miss parts in that language’ (Ms Dirckx, PS)



But value of linguistic diversity balanced against: 

- value of inclusion
- necessity of sufficient Dutch practice / pupils’ low skills in Dutch
- pupils’ monolingual habitus

- ‘I regret it sometimes that you have pupils, certainly with English [classes], who simply 
refuse to watch something in English, or to watch a series in English with French 
subtitles for example, that’s too much effort, so sometimes I have difficulty with their 
attitude towards other languages […] that they just hold on to speaking French and 
that they have something like ‘that’s it and this is what I will get by with’’ (Audrey, SMC)

- ‘I notice with my pupils who speak other languages that they do not seize the 
opportunities offered at school so, actually they can create a lot of learning occasions 
outside class by listening, to each other, by speaking, Dutch’ (Patrick, CS) 



But value of linguistic diversity balanced against: 

- value of inclusion
- necessity of sufficient Dutch practice / pupils’ low skills in Dutch
- pupils’ monolingual habitus

‘At a certain moment, how old or young you may be, if you’ve received the message so often, 
but you have to, to make the switch, you have to be aware of that, you have to now really 
want, to speak that other language here, because I explain the principle to them, how you 
indeed associate a person with a language and that you actually start speaking that language 
every time again with that person, but that they have to go beyond that, that they have to 
really want it, because they really do have to work more on their Dutch, if they wish to be able 
to express themselves better, want to continue getting good results […] I want to give that rule 
all the time, again because I’m a language teacher and, and notice how [laughs] how bad the 
state of that language is, and so, and because I also see to what extent this can be an obstacle 
in their studies. I realise this much more than they do’ (Ms Dirckx, PS) 



Mystification?
Dilemmas



Dilemmas



Dilemmas



Dilemmas



Dilemmas



Two descriptions: 

- the exclusion of her own son at school, 
- communication difficulties encountered as a Dutch minority speaker in Brussels

Made compelling by: 

- ‘eye witness’ account
- ‘extreme/maximum case formulations’ (Pomerantz 1986): not make any friends, 

everyone spoke French, terribly angry, living in Brussels for twenty years

àher actions so ‘shif[t] from the personal to the situational, from agent to 
circumstance’ (Edwards & Potter 1993: 37)



So, monolingual habitus: 

- denaturalizes linguistic routines 
- highlights one aspect of common sense
- favours a researcher-knows-best attitude?

Knowledge:  
- insufficient basis for decision-making in class (Biesta 

2009, Hammersley 2002)

- > teachers’ professional autonomy



So, monolingual habitus: 

- denaturalizes linguistic routines 
- highlights one aspect of common sense
- favours a researcher-knows-best attitude?

cf. Freire (1993): 
- a banking type of education. treating others as 

depositories for knowledge
vs.
- teachers who become fellow inquirers, creating a 

process where ‘no one teaches another, nor is anyone 
self-taught’ (1993, 61) 



So, monolingual habitus: 

- denaturalizes linguistic routines 
- highlights one aspect of common sense
- favours a researcher-knows-best attitude?

Biesta 2017: 

emancipatory education: requires teachers to take up a 
distinctive role as teachers. 

This emancipation ‘doesn't ‘run’ on knowledge’ but 
entails ‘using one’s intelligence under the assumption of 
equality’ (Biesta 2017, 66; his emphasis; Rancière 1991). 



Coming out in June 2024 ! 



‘Expert ignorance’ (cf. Biesta 2017, Rancière 1991)

à ‘not a relationship of intelligence to intelligence but of ‘will to will’’ (Biesta 2017, 62)

- sharing expertise with practitioners
- verifying intelligence of their decision-making

but also: 

- refusing them the comfort of thinking they cannot learn
- verifying if decisions/actions are based on practitioners own intelligence

and: 
- verifying the process of thinking, not the desirability of its outcome



Thank you


